
Danish protests 

Neighbours on the 
barricades against wind 
turbines in Denmark

The postcard image of Denmark in harmony with 
wind turbines has shattered. 

By Peter Skeel Hjorth, journalist. July 24, 2010

Protests from more and more Danish neighbours of wind turbines on land have stopped 
wind power projects and made local politicians reluctant to approve licences. This is 
evident from a front page article in yesterday’s edition of Jyllandsposten which is one of 
the country’s biggest national newspapers.

Denmark has up till now systematically been highlighted as the good example where the 
population live in harmony with more than 5000 wind turbines that produce 20 per cent 
of the country’s electricity. The postcard image of Denmark with Vestas and Siemens as 
the main producers of wind turbines has shattered.

Several places around the country see acrimonious conflicts between the authorities and 
neighbours of wind turbines, writes Jyllandsposten. 

The case about a national test centre is not the only example of growing resistance. 
With a broad majority behind it in the Danish parliament the government will build a 
test centre for seven 250 meter high sea wind turbines  in Northern Jutland and clear 5 
square kilometres of forest area to create the right wind conditions. For more informati-
on click here www.nationalttestcenter.dk     

One of the strongest critics of Danish wind power, the well-known journalist and 
columnistr Claes Kastholm Hansen,  calls it a democratic scandal.  

“People are thoroughly fed up having their property devalued and their sleep disturbed 
by big wind turbines 130 and up to 200 meters high” , says the chairperson of a new 
Danish national association to Jyllandsposten. 

The association was started about a year ago. 40 Danish protest groups have already 
joined, and more are on their way. Several places protests have put a stop to the erection 
of wind turbines or made the council exercise restraint, writes the newspaper. On Sea-

http://www.nationalttestcenter.dk/


land the Swedish energy giant Vattenfal  has been forced to abandon the erection of three 
huge wind turbines. A narrow majority in the local council voted no to two of them after 
severe pressure from protesting neighbours.

The article in Jyllandsposten http://jp.dk/indland/article2131636.ece
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